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Or evaluate primary sensor performances of school. If you’re qualified and selected, we’ll pay 
multimillion dollar satellites? 75% of your tuition. Those with special 

Or manage millions of dollars a year in qualifications can even study full time, at no cost. 
defense contracts? So plug into the Air Force. Because when it 

The Air Force, that’s who. comes to technology, the Air Force can help you 
If you’re a talented, motivated electrical achieve great sophistication at a very tender age. 

engineer or plan to be, you don’t have to wait to For more information contact your local Air 
work with the newest, most sophisticated Force Recruiter, or call toll-free 1-800-423-USAF 
technology around. (in California 1-800-232-USAF). Better yet, send 

You can do it now, as an Air Force officer your resume to HRS/RSAANE, Randolph AFB, 
working as an electrical engineer. TX 78150. There’s no obligation. 

Don't get us wrong. We don’t hand it to you 
ona silver platter. You have to work for it. Hard. 

But if you do, we'll give you all the 
responsibility you can handle. And reward you well AIM Pete 
for taking it. 

You'll get housing, medical and dental care — AIR FORCE 
and excellent pay that increases as you rise in rank. 

Plus there are opportunities to attend graduate A great place for engineers 
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Editorial 

The Coffee Achievers 
LE SF a RT EET ee Ree 

By Scott Paul 

I would like to cure you of post-exam worked! I decided that since I had When I finally put down my copy of 

anxiety. As we all know, pre-exam spent many difficult hours preparing “101 Dead Elephant Jokes” 1 found 
anxiety can be somewhat useful be-  foranexamIhadarighttotakealittle that it was no trouble at all to look my 
cause it can be used to channel your time out and use it purely for enjoy- _ math book in the eye and say “I'll get 
energies in a way that might help you. ment. After taking the break I had you next time you... 
If you are nervous about an exam you earned, I found that I was relaxed and In short, worrying about exams you 

are likely to study harder for it and get could get back to work. I could work _ have already taken is a colossal waste 

a better grade. But post-exam anxiety much better when my stomach wasn’t of time. So is plotting a max/min curve 

can only make you sick. back retaking the exam. of the scores you are going to need for 

I can only begin to count the number There must beamillion better things the rest of the year in the class. It won’t 
of people who have allowed this mal- than worrying to do after an exam. help you do any better. No coffee 
ady to mess up their lives. The problem Read a good book. Go out and try to achiever worth his grounds would be 

eA Rad cel pick up girls using hypnotism. Go toa caught dead worrying about yester- 

Just ask yourself, What would bar where the only thing you willhave _ day’s exam. Take a break--then get on 
Carl Sagan do if he were in this to worry about is swallowing the metal with it. Qo 

situation tab that is inside your can of beer. Top- 

aes ple stonehenge. Search for freshwater 
begins as soon as the exam is over. The whales in Lake Mendota. Father a T have wasted time, and now time 
student asks himself, “I wonder what child. Write a letter to Boy George... wastes me. 
my score will be?” His next move isto | You get the idea. Shakespeare 
talk to his friends and compare notes. 
From this point in time until the exam a . ’ meee ‘ 
is returned the only concern of the stu- 
dent is the possible size of any partial ee ee pee a 
credit to be given. This is an incredible ‘ ee i er SS 
waste of time. : ee _ - 

The students who go out and push a : C | a ee ’ 
few other people off the sidewalks _  ~=—OLOUCOL_O “ 
after the exam are at least getting the oi a 5 : 
frustration out of their system. I worry Le ] 8 bee : 
about the people who spend the next . Bo 7. - * 
four days looking at their feet. Sure, A eee . 1eeee 
you're concerned about your grade, : 2 _ ee” . 
but fasting, going without sleep, LDL : og OM 
throwing up, and looking at your feet oo : _ “ | 2 
until you get your exam back is some- -_.C- i Se | Pe : 
thing that I feel sure Carl Sagan would 2 of fs Us , Sa Sia | 
describe as “a pointless exercise in _ oF io ie , : ies y 

futility.” -. fae. 8 ie 
I kicked the post-exam anxiety habit ¢ A Ve tf ¢ go VS 

and you ean do it too. I simply asked , i, me tie, a sons, 
myself “what would one of the coffee 4 i Mad, pili » ae. * 
achievers do if he were in my posi- : “ tA , ill 2 1a 
tion?” The coffee achievers are the a eS Ee Tip eggy. ‘(Pilger 
people in the television commercials eQeGVGVr Es “8 a gym > ag “Gees 
who are portrayed as “the movers, the Nae wo MMMM 202 Fp moemee od cL 
shakers,” and just all-around awesome J A Bis i ae = i 

studs. ud tas Ni Bae ; 
“Anything but this,” said the coffee seg DF py a tl 

achiever in me. The best thing todo = a Pe Pe ith LEM 
was to practice selective forgetting § i™% : > oe a es = 
and never even let the thought of the = lis cae dames |] ae 4 
exam creep into my mind. Once I got A me th ae AL ae as » 
the hang of it I found that it really * es Ceca enn  Notnaltbe | as ii oo eee 
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Giants of Days Past 
Rn eee ee een ee a | a aa ea 

A professor talks about the great men of physics he has known. 
By John Yazek eee 

Now, when engineering and science as “He was a superb director who was 
disciplines are becoming increasingly a able to influence those around him.” 

specialized it is interesting to look lf During the course of the work at Los 
back on thedayswhen many, ifnotall, [ig a ae Alamos the government began to cen- 

of the great physicists of the time could po sor all mail entering and leaving the 

be gathered together. One example of a ; ne lab. There was strong opposition to 

such a gathering is the work that was 7 ie 3s this; the scientists felt that this was a 
carried out at Los Alamos Laboratories _ <a violation of their rights. Oppenheimer, 
during World War II. Here, people a upon hearing of this opposition, sche- 
such as Fermi, Oppenheimer and Bohr . se duled a meeting where he gave aspeech 
came to know each other on a personal _— that convinced everyone working there 

as well as a professional level. It was at \ ; * . ; that censorship was not only neces- 
Los Alamos that Professor H.H. Bar- 4 ca _ sary, but was the best thing possible 
schall worked and lived with many of 4 7 © for all concerned. 
these giants of physics. 2 . = Sti edSaran EE F . 7 Se . - Ae s _ Enrico Fermi was the man who 

Professor Barschall holds a joint a s“ = designed and built the first nuclear 
appointment in Nuclear Engineering, Sorsitnn aaae F< fission reactor. He did much of the 

Physics and Medical Physics here at am a os o \ l= physical work of this construction 
the University, and is on the governing aaa —o - hi If. H . ape. ho liked t 
board of the American Institute of | Professor Barschall, who has known ib Sans fui ale Sie’ mam ot and 

: A : “ 3 roll up his sleeves and get things done. 
Physics. He is also the editor of the | Many of the modern giants of physics, Accordi > se aeee : : i ecording to Professor Barschall, nuclear physies part of the Physical isa hard man to catch up with. But after “Pp i wae an ineredibly intelligent 
Review, the principal United States | Some legwork we were able to capture SUB ee Bipods ath os : . : E man who took great pride in being able 
physics journal. He knew many of the __ this photo of him relaxing with a good ane ° “— 
most honored physicists of recent his- | Physics book in his office. to formulate an answer to almost any 
tory and once rave a speech attended question asked of him. He UBS ie BE 
b Pinstein and Pauli whether he was speaking Danish or markable lecturer who was simple and 

y ~ . English. clear, and exciting to listen to. Fermi 

=i He once gave a speech at the Wiscon- was avery pleasant person whom most 
Of all the great physicists Pro- sin Union Theater during which he people liked. He was outgoing and 
fessor Barschall has had the managed to entwine himself hopelessly hospitable with almost everyone.” Of 

opportunity to meet and work in the microphone cord and at the same all the great physicists Professor Bar- 

with, he has been most im- time befuddle everyone present with schall has had the opportunity to meet 
? . his strange dialect. and work with, he has been most im- 

pressed by Fermi. Albert Einstein isa name recognized pressed with Fermi. Not only was hea 
rors by almost everyone because of his the- great physicist, he was a great man. 

Thad the opportunity to speak with ory of special relativity and descrip- Today, there are more scientists liv- 
Professor Barschall about his personal tion of the photo-electric effect. He was ing than have lived throughout all of 
experiences and he related a number a theorist, and never taughtacoursein recorded history. As a result, new 
of amusing anecdotes about these well an American University. Einstein, | breakthroughs are coming faster than 
known physicists. This conversation Professor Professor Barschall told me, ever, but there is a drawback. Science 
has led me to conclude that these men — “never was at ease speaking English is becoming a big industry, with many 
were more than the great physics even though he lived in the United scientists becoming pieces in the in- 

minds that I have read about; they — States for over twenty years.” It is dustrial machinery. Obviously, we can 
were real people. interesting to see that a man as intelli- no longer gather all of the great physi- 

Niels Bohr is credited with formu- gent as he never took the time tolearn _cists in one room and it is not possible 
lating the first consistent model des- — English wellenough tolecture without to know all of the physicists of the day 
cribing the motion of the atomic elec- _ having an interpreter at hand. personally, but I hope that this does not 
trons. He was, as described by Pro- Robert Oppenheimer was the direc- _ keep them from trying to know some of 
fessor Barschall, “a very strong willed tor at Los Alamos Labs during the _ their associates on a personal level. I 
man who was exceedingly difficult to time Professor Barschall worked there. trust that for all the corporatization of 
understand due to his strong accent Ag deseribed by Professor Barschall, science, this will be possible and scien- 
and low voice.” He was Danish and Oppenheimer was forceful and was __ tists will continue to be the fine indi- 
people often found it difficult to tell difficult to become personally close to. _ viduals they have always been. o 
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LL ve DON LON SNe WGN a REL eEe eNO) 

New surgical techniques using lasers are leading to break- 
throughs in the treatment of eye disorders. 

By Mark Sletten spectrum by exciting a ruby rod with sisting of parallel rays of the same 
d Cristine C intense pulses of light from a flash spectral color) and of high intensity 

an nistine Carser lamp, thus generating the first laser (power per unit area). 
beam. Since that time, the laser’s range Lasers may differ in the way the 

Considered to be a “revolutionary of application has expanded extra- beam is controlled. Ophthalmologists 
step forward” in the field of eye sur- ordinarily. utilize two lasing schemes; continuous 
gery, lasers are now the most sought While ophthalmologists use several — wave(CW)and pulse. Ina CW systema 
after surgical technique. For decades types of lasers, the basic principle portion of the light energy produced by 

lasers have hada vast amountofusage behind each is the same. An energy __ the lasing medium passes out the front 
in industry, however most recently | source, such as a high intensity light end mirror (only partially reflective) 
lasers have been utilized for surgical source or an electric current, pumps at asteady rate. Ina pulsed laser, var- 

techniques in all medical fields. atoms in the active medium into ex- ious mechanical or optical switches 

so —— cited high energy states. Eventually, a temporarily block the rear mirror, 
More than 600 eye patients majority of the atoms become excited; stopping the release of energy from the 
are treated at the University of a condition termed as population in- medium. This allows agreater popula- 

‘ rersion. As atoms relax back down to tion inversion to build momentum (the 
Wisconsin and many of them the ground state, packets of light energy pumpisstill “pumping” during 

are treated with the surgical — energy, photons, are released. The this period). When the reflectivity of 
laser techniques. photons bounce off the end mirrors the rear mirror is suddenly restored, 
—_—_—_——— back into the lasing medium, stimulat- the medium releases its stored energy 
According to Dr. Suresh Chandra, ing more atoms to release photons. A in a series of high intensity “giant” 

Department of Ophthamology, Univer- domino affect occurs, resulting in a laser pulses. 
sity of Wisconsin-Madison, lasers have beam of light which is coherent (con- 
the ability to vaporize tissue by vary- 
ing the power and time application to 

the eye. From the surgeon’s stand- 
point, gaining access to many areas of RESONANCE CAVITY 

the body is a difficult and tedious PRETLY 
procedure. Some surgical lesions are “TRANSMIMTH NG 

inaccessible to standard techniques. MIRROR MiRROR, 
“The potential advantages provided by J NY 
the laser to the surgeon are numerous”, SN 
Dr. Chandra stated. “There is an avoid- 
ance of hospitalization, reduction in 
infectious complications of incisional 

surgery, and the performance in sur- 
gery is rated highly.” — 

However, there are some disadvan- 
tages. These include high cost, com- — 
plex maintenance of an evolving tech- 

nology, special training for surgeons, 
plus a possible hazard to patient and 

personnel from inadvertant laser ex- 
posure. 

The theory behind the laser was 

firmly established as early as the 19th LASER. MATERIAL 
century with the advent of optical KX \ 

resonators. The first sucessful applica- 
tion of stimulated emission of micro- 
waves was performed in 1955. In 1960 A. Typical laser cavity, showing the laser material, the totally reflecting mirror, 

researchers first observed stimulated and the partly transmitting mirror that allows a portion of the resonating beam 
emission in the visible portion of the to escape from the cavity. 

4 Wisconsin Engineer, April, 1984 
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CLR Ea A TGA 1 CET 

In ophthalmology, lasers can be _ retina vessels no longer attempt to  pite the wide use of lasers in industry, 
further classified as to the actiontaking | supply oxygentothepartsoftheretina the potential for hazardous exposure to 
place within the eye. Thermal opera- in which the vessels appeared as a laser radiation is still probably grea- 
tion is based on the absorption of laser _ result of the diabetic disease process. test for the laser research worker. This 
energy by eye tissues and the subse- One of the newest lasers in ophthal- risk is due to the need for flexibility in 
quent conversion of thisenergy toheat. | mology is the picosecond YAG (Yttri- the arrangement of laserbeam deliv- 
Heating tissues in this manner causes um-Aluminum-Garnet). A high inten- ery systems and to the requirements 
photocoagulation, a cauterization or sity pulsed laser, the picosecond YAG for unenclosed, high-power laser 
congealing of blood vessels and/or the is not used thermally. Instead, the high beams in these specialized applica- 
formation of scar tissue. The extent of intensity beam produces a plasma (a tions. Special training for the usuage is 

photocoagulation depends uponthein- cloud of ionized atoms) at the beam required and it is necessary that medi- 
tensity and duration of the laser pulse, focal point. The plasma properties and cal laser products have a protective 
and on the absorption characteristics the beam wavelength are such that housing that prevents human access to 

of the tissue being treated. Different laser propagation through the plasma hazardous laser radiation at all points. 

tissues absorb different spectral colors does not occur. The plasma becomesa __ Reflections of argon and YAG laser 
of light. The argon laser produces a “Shield” for tissues in the beam path, radiation back through a fiber-optic 
wavelength ideal for thermal opera- thus preventing thermal operation of endoscope must be attenuated with 
tion on the vessels of the retina. The the laser. However, radiating from the protective filters built into the endos- 

argon wavelength is such that it passes plasma shield is ashock wave, and it is copie viewer. Hazardous laser reflec- 
through the vitreous (the clear fluid this wave which alters tissues. tions are the primary safety concern 

filling the eyeball) yet is absorbed by As in any use of lasers, the safety from the standpoint of laser radiation 

the pigmented retina(the “film” cover- aspects of laser usage in ophthalmol- safety. 
ing the back of the eyeball). Simlarly, ogy are highly important because the © 
the properties of the krypton laser — eye is a vulnerable organ. Today, des- . . 
make it another popular choice for Today, despite the wide use of 

Arar atte apenas. ih lasers in industry, the poten- 
ne of the most common uses of the . 

laser is in the treatment of the eye dis- tial for hazardous exposure to 
ease, glaucoma. For glaucoma, a laser laser radiation is still probably 
is often used to induce a thermal lesion x greatest for the laser research 
in and around the trabecular mesh- worker 
work to open a pathway to tissue can- . 
als. Attempts have also been made to ARGON 

use non-thermal effects of laser pulses SR eS EN 

to overcome the low absorption of tis- “At the present time the University 
sues. The rapid rise times and high of Wisconsin medical faculty is contin- 
electromagnetic fields of ultrashort uing research in eye diseases, and the 

laser pulses can generate phonons (a _ _ _ surgical techniques provided by las- 
quantum of vibrational energy) or initi- ~T TS =© ers,” said Dr. Chandra. Over 600 eye 
ate electron avalanches with plasma =) =) -- —- ~~ patients are treated at the University 
formation. These can all act to create a of Wisconsin and many are treated 
shock wave sufficient to disrupt a very with the surgical laser techniques. 
localized area of the trabecular mesh- YAS “Certainly lasers do provide new and 
work. At the present, with either of revolutionary techniques within the 
these methods there is a high percen- medical spectrum,” stated Dr. Chan- 
tage success rate. B. The shock wave concept of YAG dra. “Plus, these lasers have become 

Another use is for treating diabetic laser surgery: By delivery ultrashort available to any facility, providing the 
retinopathy by photocoagulation. Dia- pulses in the nano- to picosecond lastest surgical procedures to treat 
betic retinopathy is results in having range, concentrated in a small area at and supply the necessary prevention of 
too many retinal vessels along the sur- the laser focus enormous power den- eye complications.” o 
face of the retina and in the vitreous sity can be obtained. Optical break- 
cavity. These new vessels, because they down takes place producing acentif- Sources: 
are fragile, give rise to hemorrhages. rugal shockwave, and practically no A. “Pulsed YAG Laser Surgery” Dani- 
Photocoagulation destroys the part of — heatis propagated. Mechanical disrup- lee Aron-Rosa, M.D. 
the retina that depends upon the cho- _ tion of the target tissue occurs inde- 
rodial circulation, the oxygen balance _ pendent of its pigmentation or chemi- B. “Ocular Photocoagulation” Frances 
within the retina is changed, and the — cal nature. A. L'Esperance, Jr. 

Wisconsin Engineer, April. 1984 5 
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The Logical Suspect 
Soot particle growth as it takes place in wood-burning fireplaces, 
diesel engines, and industrial furnaces, has been attributed 
to a complex set of interdependent chemical reactions. 
A researcher at the General Motors Research Laboratories has 
demonstrated that the decomposition of a single species ts 
primarily responsible. 

Soor FORMATION may be investigation the complexities 
. divided into two stages. introduced by turbulence and 

Microscopic soot particles are gen- _ mixing. He limited his research to 
‘oral erated in the “inception” stage. premixed, ethylene/oxygen, lami- 

Growth Rate | They reach full size in the “growth” _ nar flames with one-dimensional 
g 10 stage, which accounts for more __ flow. 
& than 95% of their final mass. Most Previous descriptions in the 
= scientific exploration has concen- _ literature told him that two pro- 
& trated on particle inception which, _ cesses take place simultaneously 
gS despite all the effort, remains during growth. Incipient particles 
s 7 unexplained. Dr. Stephen J. Harris, collide and coalesce into larger 
g bouth Rate a physical chemist at the General __ particles, while growing at the 
= | Motare Research Laboratories, same time by incorporating hydro- 
= ol - has reversed traditional priorities. carbon molecules from the burned 

0.76 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 | Combining experiment with logic, gases. 
Ethylene/Oxygen (Mole Ratio) he has formulated the first quan- The first process reduces 

titative explanation of the growth __ total surface area without chang- 
Figure 1: Total growth vate contrasted with Stage in soot formation. ing total mass, while the second, 

sre le per area Dlolled asajunclion Dr. Harris arrived at his caller “surface growth? increases 
een height ‘ibove the burner face, : mechanism through an elaborate —_ both total surface area and total 
—__________________ process of elimination. To focus _ mass. Hence, the increase in the 
Fee eed pectic on the oopadien't- on the chemistry of soot growth, — total mass of soot can be entirely 
acetylene molecules. he began by eliminating from his _ attributed to surface growth. 

Dr. Harris set out to iden- 
‘Sx RRE ERE RCT Eran tify the hydrocarbon molecules— 

et lll Ul CU for surface growth. Increasing by 
a tf ee FF 7 increments the richness of the 

‘a 7. oh, -_ =. ery that although the total mass 
2 fee fe ee r,rr—sCS growth rate (gm/sec) increases 

reg ee ee strongly when the ratio of ethyl- 
oi ys < ‘t eg ee ene to oxygen is increased, the 
“o%e tee coy be eee ee mass growth rate per unit surface 

‘ Se eee area (gm/cm?2/sec) increases only 
o> ° ee as ate slightly (see Figure 1). Thus, the 

Pgh EPL bee controlling variable for how much 
: oye soot is formed is not the concen- 

tration of growth species, but the 
; ; surface area available for growth. 

: This finding led him to con- 
8 clude that richer flames produce 
8 more total soot because they gen- 
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erate more paiticles in the incep- There is more than enough Z| 
tion stage. More incipient parti- acetylene to account for the mass i =| 
cles offer greater initial surface of soot produced. There is not p " P| 
area for the incorporation of hydro- enough diacetylene, and while «| 
carbons. diacetylene can be formed from eee) S| 

Since the growth rate per the abundant supply of acetylene, THE mae. 
unit area must depend on growth __ the reported rate of conversion is MAN .<ZF | | 
species concentration, this con- too slow for diacetylene to play a a weN 
centration must be similar from __ significant role. That left only BEHIND _ _«r 
flame to flame. Dr. Harris went —_ acetylene. THE —_“i 
on to reason that there must either Dr. Harris verified that acet- WORK A 
be enough growth species at the _—ylene is the growth pe by Sm 
outset to account for the total soot determining that the slight increase Dr. Stephen J. Harris is a Staff 
growth in the richest flame, or in growth rate per unit area is | Research Chemist at the General 
the species must be rapidly formed —_ proportional to the increase in Motors Research Laboratories. 
within the flame from another acetylene concentration (see Fig- | He is a member of the Physical 
hydrocarbon present in high ure 1). He also found that the rate © Chemistry Department. 
enough concentration. constant he measured was in Dr. Harris graduated from 

agreement with the reported rate | UCLA in 1971. fle received his 
constant for the ee) ea of | Master’s and Ph.D. degrees in 

He NARROWED his search acetylene on carbon. These find- physical chemistry from Harvard 
to the four most abundant __ ings confirmed his hypothesis that uversty. His doctoral thesis 

classes of hydrocarbons found in —_ soot particles grow in flames by concerned Van der Waals forces 
flames: acetylene, polyacetylenes, the incorporation and subsequent —_ between molecules. Following his 
poate aromatic hydrocarbons — decomposition of acetylene. Ph.D. in 1975, a Miller Institute 

(PAH), and methane. Methane “Now that we know how soot ‘Fellowship brought him back to 

can be eliminated, because its grows?’ says Dr. Harris, “we can __ the University OF California, this 

concentration does not decrease examine how it begins with greater _ time at Berkeley, where he spent 
as soot is produced. There is not andes ee Then, perhapsour __ two years studying laser-induced 
enough PAH to account for soot — knowledge will be complete enough = chemistry. He joined General 
formation in any flame. Neither to suggest better ways to reduce Motors in 1977. 
of these two hydrocarbons can be _soot’’ Dr. Harris conducted his 
readily formed from the other major |) —————————_ investigation into soot particle 
species present. That left only growth with the aid of Senior Sci- 
acetylene and the polyacetylenes. General Motors ence Assistant Anita Weiner. 

Acetylene contains enough His research interests at GM also 

hydrogen to account for the hydro- include the use of laser diagnos- 
gen content of soot measured in tic techniques in combustion 
the early stages of growth. But | analysis, with special emphasis 
among the polyacetylenes, only on intracavity spectroscopy. 
Gingety cae could at eupoly | pees ll 
enoug rogen. That left acet- i : 
ylene and diacetylene. [Wank oF exceLeNce]



The Unk Oasis 
CEE EP EST] 

The Physical Sciences Laboratory provides many valuable ser- 
vices to u niversity researchers. 

By Lynn Leiwen struments and large digital systems. faces and components built by PSL. 
There is also research going on in X- — There are four clean rooms avail- 

. Ray Lithography. This is a new IC- able; three for optical and high vacuum About 20 km southeast of Madison printing process which will use Alad- assemblies and one for welding high 
there exists a part of the University of din, PSL’s 1,000 MeV (millionelectron vacuum components. 
Wisconsin called the Physical Sciences _ volt) synchrotron radiation storage — One of PSL’s major facilities is the Laboratory (PSL). The PSL acts asa ring, for the “photoprinting” of smaller Synchroton Radiation Center. Through service organization and offersa wide and more efficient integrated circuits. the use of the 240 MeV electron storage 
range of skills in the sciences and — Two Vax 11/780 computers which ring, Tantalus I, a source of far ultra- 
engineering. It has a permanent full- —_ containa present physical memory of4 violet light and soft x-rays are obtained 
time staff of approximately 80 persons — MBytes anda virtual address space for __for the investigation of the optical and 
with considerable diversity in their any user of 10 Billion Bytes. Thereare electronic properties of solids, liquids 
skills and knowledge. Therefore PSL several links to campus over modern _ and gases. 
has the capability to provide services high speed (4800 baud) data lines. The The PSL is a self supporting unit 
in equipment design, construction and — computers are available for general which charges only for the services it 
maintenance to investigators working purpose time-shared computing by the performs. To determine the cost of a in all areas. The PSL is capable of PSL staff and users. The PSL also pro- project a “design feasibility study” is 
handling large and small scale tasks vides equipment leases such as CRT. performed in which experts on the pro- and will undertake projects independ- terminals and small computers for ject are called in and, if the project can 

campus projects. be completely defined, then PSL will 
PSL acts as a service organiza- “ oe as Stats te vale Dis provide a firm quotation for the job. 

; ‘. to advise researchers and provide Otherwise, if the project is open ended 
tion and offers a wide range of software handlers to operate the inter- (i.e., involves research or tests), services skills in the sciences and en- 
gineering. : 2 i yo 2 ee 
SE 1. i.) ee |. 
ently or will work along with a group ae | iT fe 
of researchers. Its services and facili- ; | 2 Sw | 
ties are highly sophisticated and are [oo ee a ew a 
being continuously expanded as new aot { oe > s : = pF — - 
technologies become available. Some -_ ae i 7 | / / a 
of what the PSL has to offer is listed . : | aa 7 f > = aes. 
below: aa © | ie % oe bat oe som, A | 

— Large and small scale machine oe aes Lies | gp al 
shop work, drafting, welding of a wide Z Ne ee ] 2a e 7 v 
range of conventional and exotic mate- ‘ ‘ a = . Bi 
rials. Some of the more interesting \ ; eT RS, fe : a= ha el 
mechanical equipment includes an : i= a ones nade St a 

electric discharge machineundercom- (Jf. oe ee: — os Ve ig puter control which cuts a 200 micron ae - o wa ee ag Soe | 
(5 mil) slit through conducting mate- -—— 2) UE oe 
rial up to 100 mm thick; a large metal au a Me 4 > — 
shear which can cut 5 mm stainless a « | —_— | ad i 
and 7mm mild steel 2 meters wide; a _R te i eli 
large vertical lathe which can turn “Twn. or” 
diameters of 1.5 meters. ‘ td I = { . [Pb «|. 

— Design and construction of elec- —— I » Te oe 
tronic systems. This ranges from sim- Ce | Th ae af . 
ple systems, microprocessing, and com- ——— —_— 
puter interfaces to more complex Linwood C. Thomas, Mechanical Co-ordinator, shows the X-Ray Microbeam 
computer peripherals, electronic in- used in speech research being conducted at the Waisman Center. 
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Ready for E 85! et Ready tor Expo ‘op: 
CEE eee Sa] ET ee ee 

will be provided on a Time and Mate- Electrical/Computer Engineering, 

rials basis. There are currently three By Scott Knox Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin; Co- 
different rates of structure by which Although Expo is still over a year Chairperson, David C. Franchino, Sr. 
charges are made. UW faculty are away, preparations are beginning for in Mechanical Engineering, Shore- 
charged an internal rate while mem- the University of Wisconsin’s Engi- wood, Wisconsin; Building and Exhib- 
bers from an outside University are neering extravaganza. The Engineer- _ its, James E. Gifft, Jr. in Civil and 

charged an external rate and local ing Exposition attracted 17,000 people § Environmental Engineering, Hopkins, 
industries and commercial businesses in 1983, making it the largest student Minnesota; Personnel and Advance 
are charged a commercial rate. run event in the University system. It | Promotion, Michelle E. Janewicz, Jr. 

exposes students andthe publictocur- _in Industrial Engineering, Wilmette, 
rent technological advancements made __Illinois; High School Public Relations, 
within the Collegeof Engineering and Linda D. Johnson, Sr. in Chemical En- 

There are more than 200 peo- industry. gineering, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; 
ple who come from around Interviews for co-chairmen of the Student Exhibits, William S. Monfre, 
the world to use the facilities Expo Executive Committee were con- Sr. in Chemical Engineering, Brown 

: * a cluded January 17 and Dean Robert Deer, Wisconsin; Publicity, James M. 
at the Physical Sciences Lab Ratner, faculty advisor for the project, | Nejedlo, Sr. in Mechanical Engineer- 
oratory. was extremely pleased with the re- ing, Green Bay, Wisconsin; and Indus- 

sponse from students. trial Exhibits, Toby R. Thomas, Sr. in 

To date, the PSL has more than 200 Mechanical Engineering, Kenosha, 
users who come from all over the world. ‘ seis . sScOuSIN, 
There are about 40 projects underway, Itis gratifying to find so much e 

some of which are quite unusual. For enthusiasm at a time when 7 @ 
example, research is being conducted grades are so important. : ig a 
in the design and construction of a tii >) 
stearable beam (1 MM) of x-rays with =§_ ————————_-——. D | v 
energies of up to 600 keV for speech Expo, he stressed, was a time con- D shy h 
research at the Waisman Center. The suming commitment for dedicated 1 CS 5 dy 
subject is seated in front of the micro- people. The executive committee is ro RAE 
beam with several gold pellets placed | made up of a special type of student; . 9 
in specific areas in the mouth and on one who has grades high enough so his G A 
the tongue. The beam can pick up the course work will not suffer, yet one Of WwW 9 

movement of these pellets and a com- who also is prepared to make sacrifices eh 
puter is used to record these move- in study time for the evolution of Expo. ; : . . 
ments. As an example, some people “It is gratifying to find so much The Executive Committee is looking 

roll their tongue when saying theletter enthusiasm at atime when grades are forward to the 1985 Expo, and hopes 
“yp”. The computer then would be used so important.” Ratner said. you are too. If you are interested in 

to display this rolling motion. It is : getting involved, or have any questions 

believed that in being able to observe The students chosen to comprise the please call 262-6842, or stop by the 
the motions in both normal and de- 1985 Expo Executive Commitee are: Expo office, 1142 Engineering Build- 

fected speech patterns much know- Co-Chairperson, Sue A. Guzman, Jr. in ing. 

ledge and advancement will be gained 

nolimiel uivuiiesanotwione Wercer sree fee 
and engineering. There has been some BOB’S COPY SHOP, INC. 
research done in textiles for the Home , 
Economics Department. BOB'S COPY SHOP, INC. CAM PUS 

What has been presented in this BOB'S COPY SHOP, INC. 
article is only a fraction of what the 

PSL has to offer. Their advice is free 56 University Square 
“tne only ales for the services they 257-4536 
perform. They are a unique organiza- ata Nii Ihe 
tion with friendly, eager individuals 1314 West Johnson 
willing to provide help and services as COPYIING FOR CLASSES Randall Tower 
needed. The PSL is a valuable, worth- Thesis - Legal Briefs - Resumes 251-2936 
while and fascinating component of 
the University of Wisconsin. a 
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Take a tour of Wisconsin’s zaniest dining hotspot--Union South. 
By Greg Gorski 

tt _ 
The word is out, and by gosh, it sure ———r' \t LiBn MMe eu 

is about time. The talk all over campus f roy ee] fans ae, Sa anyon xn Q 
this semester has changed drastically x ce b e ty Nate Mf & a ; % ge . e 

from the tedious Rathskeller-rif-raf of Os) VE Sal ~ Bes Pa) oot) NEY ES 
“TGIF-TGIF-TGIF” to something we a Me ¢ 3 4 i 8 (EO Ay bf he oly 

can all sink our teeth into. “Eat lunch fhyae /e ‘ ed ee. i bi tna SDD OF A SI 
at Union South,” echoes down State hee gee “oan i fase Nt * fle) wee 
Street. “Eat lunch at Union South,” is eee Ri ie iy P i yea eo. 
whispered in Helen C. “Eat lunch at aay YY eae See | ic 

Union South,” is even painted on the WM A cae ne p) id " 
side of Rennebohm’s. That’s right folks, ae Cg oO Se 
Union South is where it’s at, and this is OAS Ne LBS ve i ery ha 

: ea ae 4 Wy ey bs one engineer who kind of likes it. Ail lo! eae 
It’s the place where I don’t have to VO TANS 

worry whether my scarf matches my a 
socks, or if my teeth are white. No one . ; 

cares if my politics are in order or if my Graphie:by dell Jezere 

sweatshirt is ripped just right. Flannel McDonald’s proud. (Each meal is given everyone from the Regent could eat 
is the fashion here. Gloomy frowns are it’s own special home-cooked tender- here. 

in too, and so is any politician who ness and then plopped on a paper Anyway, let’s not spend our entire 
promises to create enough government plate.) It all looks so good that I can’t lunch hour just eating. Let’s dump our 
contracts so that we all get jobs. But decide what to eat first. I had better trays down the chute and hit the game 

we're not here to jabber; let's eat. not think about it too long or it will get room before it gets too crowded. Should 

This is the place where 500 students cold. Somehow $10.50 seems all too I bowl? No wait, maybe ping-pong. No, 
are fed every five minutes. It provides cheap for a meal just like mom’s. If the maybe pool, or billiards, or Centipede, 
rank and file feeding that would make tables were organized better, then or pinball. I’m just too confused. I'll 

just settle for color TV in the always 
popular TV lounge. 

Union South is the place where, on 

Wednesdays, instead of TV, I can enjoy 
beautiful live music in the Pit. Seri- 

U N IVE RS ] TY ously, if I close my eyes I’d swear that 
old J.S. Bach himself was at the key- 

board. Nothing this side of heaven 
could be so beautiful. The best part is 

: ; age , r that I’ve heard these songs so many 
Our special Ce EOE ee for business times that I can sing right along. And 

. . when the songs aren’t being played 
featuring live, I can listen to them on a hi-fi juke 
APOLLO COMPUTERIZED SERVICE box. And what I just can’t believe is 

Cp that this is all free! 
specialiging uw Lunch at Union South always goes 

. ae by so quickly that I’m always late for SO Teo Students pn Tower Building my 1:20 class. know I’ late beeauge 

‘ors eneral Public cross from Union South it says so on that clock over there. And 
Fully Appointed to Represent 1300 West Johnson on that clock back there. And on that 

All World-Wide Airlines Corner of Randall & Johnson clock over there too. 
Auto Rental - Rail - St . So folks, if you’re tired of eating with 

Hotel - Motel - co 256-2563 silver silverware, don’t mind being a 
little late for class, and just generally 

like to have lunch in the fast lane, then 
grab your friends and come to Union 

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED South. You'll be glad you did. a 

a 
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Anti-Aging Steps That You Can Take 
SL eS "TR 

A step-by-step plan that could extend your life. 
your cells. tem with vitamin C and zinc. Stay in 

By Scott Paul Stay in shape. By keeping up with shape and don’t smoke. 
Ponce de Leon never found his foun- some regular form of exercise you will Science has not yet provided us with 

tain of youth, and I can’t promise you reduce your chances of having prob- a fountain of youth, but we’re starting 
one either, but the life-extending mea- lems with your heart and circulatory to look in the right places. If Ponce de 

sures described here are practical system. If your veins are clogged it is Leon were alive today... he’d be sev- 
steps that you can take to reduce the hard for your brain to get enough oxy- eral hundred years old. a 

effects of aging. gen for you to think straight. You also 
Aging seems to bea group of related tend to get heart attacks and die. Then 

problems. The body wears down from you have a real mess, don’t you? Don’t es ee at ye ‘ aes 
the action of disease and misuse. The _ smoke either. OO ae Set “a | body’s support and repair systems are The best way to avoid physical des- i * i al ee: 
themselves affected over the passage _ truction from diseases is to not get dis- i ? ; aes, | 
of time, and are not able to keep up. eases. Your thymus gland produces az ce en HO 
The whole system starts to decay. hormones that keep your immune sys- Soe 

Much of the wear and tear on our tem going. It also controls the produc- aa g \ pala ene Le 4 
bodies is the result of the action of free tion of white blood cells. White blood Fis nares Bains: ead 
radicals upon cell structures. Free cells are responsible for recognizing a rm ave me 

radicals are molecules with an extra and fighting off things that don’t be- x a het om E+ 

electron. These free radicals are pro- long in your body (infections, cancers, pa a a — 
duced as a by-product of digestion, and viruses). The problem is that your 
because they are very reactive they thymus is wearing down and getting 
attack and destroy cell membranes smaller; your immune system doesn’t mat ss 

and DNA. When you are young your work nearly as well now as it did when 

body can repair or replace many of you were an infant. As you become 
these cells, but as you grow older your older you become more succeptable to Cla! IVERS Ivy 

repair systems aren’t working as well _—_ disease. Experiments have shown that 
any more. Clearly, the less damage old peoples’ blood will attack disease as BOOK STORE 

your body has to repair the better off well as a young person’s if they have 
you are going to be. By taking anti- been injected with thymosins, the 
oxidants, such as vitamin E, you can hormones produced by the thymus 
tie up many of the free radicals as they gland. Thymosins are not currently % , é 
are produced and thus reduce their available on your drugstore’s shelves, Madison's Favorite 

effect on your system. but it is expected that one day thy- 

The amount of food you eat affects mosin boosters will be as commonplace Book Store 
your life span. In an experiment by as mouthwash is today. 711 STATE STREET 
Roy Walford, a professor at UCLA, a Even if you can’t take thymosins now On the State Street Mall 
group of rats were kept ona low-calorie there are still things you can do to give 

diet which was supplemented with your immune system a boost. Vitamin 957-3784 
vitamins. The rats lived 25-100% C is an especially good thing to take if 

longer than average. The rats were you are interested in keeping your Open Monday through Saturday 
undernourished, but not malnour- body’s defenses in top form. Zinc is also 9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m 

ished. An explanation for this is that involved with your immune response; Summer 
the metabolism runs at a slower rate it probably wouldn't be a bad idea to NlbAdae théouh Satard 

ae: : : lay ‘ough Saturday 
when it is given less fuel. Most systems take zinc supplements too. 9:00 am. - 5-00 p.m 
tend to last longer when they aren’t Experts say that the human brain is : p 
foced to be working at full capacity all put together well enough so that it In the HILLDALE MALL 
the time. If you were to adopt a low- should last from 150 to 200 years. The 938.8455 
calorie diet and supplement that with brain isn’t the problem; it is in the sys- eG re = : 

Iti-vitamins you should be reducin, tems that support it. venstal Duoks: | @:-Magazines 
Bye. y ng, 1 SUD @ Bargain Books 
the work load upon your metabolism Thereisasimpleprogramthatcould 
by slowing itdownand notforcingitto | add years to your life. Eat less and OPEN ee eam em 
burn up unnecessary extra calories. supplement your diet with multi- SUNDAY Noon til 5 p.m 
Also, by digesting less food you willbe — vitamins. Take vitamin E for those 
producing fewer free radicals to attack free radicals. Boost your immune sys- g 
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The N Breed of Engi r 
SLL a OTe ROR 

IBM has sponsored a new program at the UW to educate 
engineers who are capable of creating new manufacturing 
systems for industry. 

By Cristine Carser Madison graduate school, plus main- at UW-Madison. “This is an excellent 
tain a 3.00 GPA in all graduate work. opportunity for those interested in 

A “new breed” of engineers will Relating to manufacturing, the manufacturing systems, and this is an 
emerge from the University of Wis- MSE curriculum includes model sim- exciting period for the University. We 
consin-Madison, thanks tothe valuable ulation, process development, plan- are building a unique bridge to some- 
investment made by the IBM Corpora- ning, human factors, computer con- thing we don’t have—engineers who 
tion. IBM is sponsoring the new grad- trol, automation, robotics technology, can effectively deal with both techni- 
uate manufacturing systemsengineer- and modern production control. Stu- cal and management aspects of the 
ing degree program. dents do have the thesis option and engineering business.” 

The program, which began Fall some courses are associated with the At the present time fifteen graduate 
1983, is designed to develop engineers — College of Business. students are enrolled in the program 
who are experienced with modern “Basically this is a program which as well as eight experienced engineers 
computer useage and able to imple- will broaden the individual’s back- who are in the work force. 
ment and operate novel manufactur- ground so he or she can interact with Additional information on Manufac- 
ing systems for industry. operational equipment, management, turing Systems Engineering is availa- 

The IBM Corporationawarded UW- problems in industry or the modern ble at 164 Mechanical Engineering 
Madison a $2 million cash gift over a computer techniques,” stated Marvin Bldg., University of Wisconsin- 
four-year period to introduce and con- DeVries, director of the MSE program Madison. oa 
tinue studies in ultra-modern, compu- 

terized manufacturing operations for —— . _ 
the future. — Y ~ i et - 

C7 
es ee ' _. 

The IBM Corporation has a- ae a — a Le 
warded UW-Madison a $2 mil- FF . oo a Cr a 
lion cash gift over a four-year — ~~) Se a 4 
period to introduce and con- “ : ioe ae. 
tinue studies in ultra-modern, oe ? : a " og - . 
computerized manufacturing — uve ej; c 
operations for the future. - « ) eae 

oe 7 oo ee 

Five universities throughout the so ¥ ae | hella oy 
United States were chosen from ap- ml 4d | eee | eT eee 
proximately 180 respondants for the et ] teed | em" hea ii | Pe spgeen ~ 4 — Ce 4 sk master’s degree program. Selected _ : c | | . & i. |p wt 
schools met criteria for excellenceand || , | 4 Se on onl _ ale 
having reputations as leading educa- | — ee eo Ey ee ™ tional institutions for engineering stu- fe i ~ << i] ry 8 a 
dies. i. A “y a | bl 

To continue academic excellence, the — me <a |=» - . Pel 
program has tough guidelines for stu- sib ) is. ~~ % 
dents entering and studying the engi- : |) ‘ _ j 
neering field. Students must have a a a. | | 
bachelor of science in engineering ora ~ 
related physical science with an under- Asst. Prof. Neil A. Duffie inserts an end mill tool into the Cincinnati Milacron graduate grade point average of 3.00 Machining Center, which will eventually be acomponent ina flexible manufac- or better. Graduates must also meet turing cell on campus. This cell will be used by MSE students to study admissions requirements for the UW- advanced manufacturing technologies. 
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Interview, Business or Pleasure Trip? 7 ff y | 
7 Continents Travel provides fast, efficient service in all . A }f P ais ‘ V | 

aspects of travel, whether it be for business or pleasure. Sak sy “Sr WW LP i 

No charge is made for any of our services, and our location i) Rory Se J 

makes your trip planning a quick and pleasurable experience. i Sy | A q 

Stop by and check with one of our qualified agents. They will = J iN | 

help you find the best schedules and prices available. | 

Our special payment plan is specifically designed 

for business travel and interviews. 

Large selection of parts 

* * Service provided by a year round 
Going to Europe This Summer ? staff of knowledable mechanics 

ineeri ent st. 
EARLY BIRD AAU fel oft lal Purchased by 10:00em_7-009m MON SAE eT Baa 
SPECIALS (olarelaCieciee April 14, 1984 . 

Round Trip Chicago to: London rom6499 Madrid trom 569 
Frankturt trom$499 Paris — rom$939 Munich trom 539 

Rates vary depending on date of departure. 
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C t that What if we could actually design —_ the human brain might. 
reate compu ers computers to capture the myster- While extending technology 

e ies of common sense? and application of computer 
capture the mysteries At GE, we've already begun to systems is important, the real 

implement advances in knowl- excitement and the challenge of 
ofcommon sense edge engineering. We are cod- knowledge engineering is its 

° ifying the knowledge, intuition conception. At the heart of all 
——————— and experience of expert engi- expert systems are master engi- 

The brain does it naturally. It neers and technicians intocom- neers and technicians, preserv- 
wonders. It thinks with spon- puter algorithms for diagnostic ing their knowledge and 
taneity—advantages we haven't troubleshooting. At present, we experience, questioning their 
been able to give computers are applying this breakthrough to logic and dissecting their 
We've made them “smart? able diesel electric locomotive sys- dreams. As one young employee 
to make sophisticated calcula- tems to reduce the number of said, ‘At GE, we're not just shap- 
tions at very fast speeds. But we —_ engine teardowns for factory ing machines and technology. 
have yet to get them to act with repair as well as adapting this We're shaping opportunity.” 
insight, instinct, and intuition technology to affect savings in Thinking about the possibili- 

But what if we could devise other areas of manufacturing. ties is the first step to making 
ways to probe into the inner na- We are also looking at parallel — things happen. Andi it all starts 
ture of human thought? So com- —_ processing, a method that with an eagerness to dream, 
puters could follow the same divides problems into parts a willingness to dare and the 
rationale and reach the same and attacks them simultaneously, determination to make visions, 
conclusions a person would rather than sequentially, the way _ reality. 

—— 5 SS SSS SSS 
Nonprofit Organization An equal opportunity employer ‘é 
US. Pr Us fetane If you can dream it, 

e 
Madison, Wisconsin Permit No. 658 youcan do it. 
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